'We also offer a service to our customers whereby we test samples from their course so we can give them independent reports what their problems are or are likely to become.'
Even the most Stubborn turf weeds won’t see new SPEARHEAD coming.

Containing new chemistry, SPEARHEAD is a selective herbicide with the power to strike from out of the blue in any sports or amenity turf situation.

SPEARHEAD sets new levels of excellence, and controls not only the more common weeds of turf, but also the problem weeds such as Slender Speedwell and the Clovers.

With its approval for use on grasses as young as two months, low rates of use and clearance for knapsack application, now is the time to select SPEARHEAD - the ultimate all round weapon in the war against turf weeds.

For details of your Rhône-Poulenc distributor telephone 0277 301115.
We all remember mothers sewing names into school pullovers to improve the chances of recovery should they go astray. The idea has survived, been refined and, as Douglas McCartney explains, could help prevent valuable machinery from disappearing.

If the most profitable criminal activity in the world is drugs, the second most profitable is theft. Overall crime is estimated to cost Britain more than £20 billion a year.

During the late 1980s the UK motorcycle industry was faced with a crisis which threatened its very existence. That crisis was theft. In 1989 nearly 85,000 machines – around 10% of all registered motorcycle – were stolen. Losses were so great that in 1990 the industry's leading insurer, with 62% market share, announced a withdrawal of theft cover for high performance machines, no theft cover for high risk areas and no theft cover for owners under 28 years of age. In short, the industry was faced with virtual destruction.

The main problem centred around “ringing” – machines stolen and broken for spares or rehauled from written-off machines. As in most cases of professional crime, police intelligence units were aware of those involved but the ease with which existing markings such as frame and engine numbers could be altered or deleted when attacked by electrical or magnetic devices, or even exposure to low level radiation, made the system useless.

The final solution was Datatag, an electronic identification system, developed by multi-national giants Yamaha Motor and AEG Electronic of Germany.

At the heart of the Datatag system is a coded microchip transponder or “tag” which is designed to be hidden inside property. These tags do not require power and because they are so small they can be covertly fitted to items ranging from something as small as a Bonsai tree through to large earth movers.

Tags contain a microprocessor circuit linked to a read/send antenna and are preprogrammed with a 10 character Hexi-Decimal code which enables more than 500 billion code combinations. Programming is carried out using a sophisticated laser etch system which means codes cannot be altered or deleted when attacked by electrical or magnetic devices, or even exposure to low level radiation. Tags vary in size from as small as a grain of rice to a credit card.

Tags are read by scanning devices supplied to Police, Customs and other authorised bodies free of charge. When an item is scanned the tag number is displayed on the scanner and is then cross referenced with the Datatag mainframe computer through a private Videotext system also supplied to authorities free of charge. The Datatag computer is on-line 24 hours per day, 365 days per year and provides details of the item, owner and any incident involving crime reference number and Police Station handling.

Since 1992 Datatag has reduced motorcycle theft from 10% of bikes registered to less than 1% and is available through all motorcycle main dealers. Recoveries of whole or part machines are currently around 55%. Numerous prosecutions have resulted. More than 120,000 bikes are now fitted with Datatag and discounts are available from all leading insurers.

With a proven system and a national infrastructure Datatag is now operational in a number of additional markets including: plant and construction, cycles, marine craft, caravans, equine, computers to name but a few.

It may be argued that there is little common ground between motorcycles and ground maintenance equipment which is true apart from ...a dramatic increase in theft incidents, high value equipment, easily removable identification, large second hand market, notoriously difficult to secure and low risk of detection and prosecution for the criminal. Datatag recognises these similarities and in 1996 launched a tagging project into the garden and agricultural machinery markets. The project has the backing of the British Agricultural & Garden Machinery Association and involves BAGMA members tagging all types of golf course and grounds maintenance equipment, ranging from hedge trimmers, and chainsaws to tractors and trailers. Greenkeepers will be only too aware of the high value of modern golf course equipment and the increasing number of thefts and should seriously consider the electronic tagging as a norm rather than the exception.

Costs vary in relation to the item to be tagged and range from around £20 for pedestrian mower to around £80 for a JCB. All items tagged display prominent warning signs which have proved an effective deterrent in all markets where Datatag is operational.

In recent years a number of companies have attempted to copy the Datatag system. To date none has succeeded mainly due to a lack of technical know how and financial stability. Datatag has spent millions of £2 million on development and infrastructure provision. It is estimated that a total spend will exceed £4 million in order to satisfy fully scanner and Videotext demand.

Douglas McCartney is Managing Director of Datatag Electronic Identification Systems. Further information can be obtained Tel: 01482 222070 Fax: 01482 224545.
The RTS Hercules aerator features 3 fully floating drums for an even aeration over undulating terrain. 3 tine options are available 1/2 solid, hollow and chisel tines. Its 1.5m working width means that tramlining when using a truckster is eliminated unlike most other aerators. As with all RTS products Hercules build quality assures you of long life and the minimum of maintenance costs with plated drums phosphor bronze brushes on all tine bars and sealed bearing on each drum unit.

- Solid, Hollow or Chisel Tines
- Three Independent Heads for Consistent Aeration
- Width covers most Truckster wheel tracks
- Multi purpose Tractor Truckster Headstock
- Two years interest free finance available.

Want to know more? Ring us for details or to arrange a demonstration on 01844 274127 or contact us on our webpage http://www.risboroturf.co.uk/rt
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We continue to take the mystery out of the business of spraying.

Centrifugal pumps create flow and pressure by centrifugal force produced by an impeller. Liquid enters through the centre of the impeller and as the impeller spins, centrifugal force throws the liquid into a spiral passage leading to the outlet. The only moving parts in centrifugal pumps are the shafts and impellers.

Some Centrifugal pumps are manufactured using materials that wear quickly or corrode due to commonly applied abrasive materials used in the Amenity industry. These pumps also require priming and are subject to back pressures from nozzles and control units.

Agitation
Tank agitation is important to ensure a uniform mix of chemicals. Without agitation the chemical mix may separate and the spray will not be applied in the correct concentration. All sprayers benefit from a tank agitator to maintain uniform mix. The most common type of agitation is hydraulic jet agitation, however, machines operating mechanical agitation are also available.

Hydraulic jet agitation, commonly called jet agitation, uses a portion of the pump flow to create a mixing action in the tank. A pump must be selected that is large enough to provide the extra volume the jet agitator requires. The flow can be through a standard nozzle or a specially designed ventura nozzle that creates a vacuum which increases the discharge from the nozzle.

The ventura type nozzle increases the mixing action by two and a half times and is very effective when pump flow is otherwise marginal.

Mechanical agitation is less common and produced by paddles or propellers located in the bottom of the spray tank. The agitator is powered from an electric motor that drives the mixers. Any of these agitators, when properly designed and operated, will adequately agitate most pesticides or suspended chemicals.

Sprayer monitors and controls: System monitors are available that sense the operating conditions of the sprayer, such as travel speed, pressure and/or flow. These statistics feed into a microcomputer along with such information as swath width and litres of spray mix being used. The console displays the pressure and travel speed.

The accurate monitoring of the spray operation will result in improved pest control and more precise pesticide placement.

Pressure gauges: The pressure gauge should be designed to measure liquid pressure with a range about one-and-a-half or two times the maximum anticipated pressure. Liquid-filled gauges are preferred over dry gauges because the former reduce vibrations.

Boom control valves: Boom control valves are essential when the spray operation does not require the use of the complete boom i.e. when spraying fairway perimeters, reduced width turf areas or when finishing a putting green. The valves, either manual or electrical, control the flow to either the left, centre or right boom sections, or any combination of these. These boom controls, whether manual or electrical should be balanced pressure units.

To celebrate 21 years in the industry Bailey’s of Norfolk announce the introduction of the “Greenkeeper’s Charter”

The “Charter” is a commitment to supply Turf dressings, Root Zones, Divot and Tee dressings that are of the highest quality. Our own “in-house” Soil Analysis Laboratory, allows us to ensure that:

- Every load you receive is accompanied by an up-to-date laboratory analysis
- The pH value is clearly stated
- The dressings particle size fall within the parameters recommended by the USGA
- The quality and consistency of dressings supplied is continually monitored
- The raw materials used are continually analysed for suitability
- Provision of a FREE on-site sampling and analysis of your greens
- We can provide a FREE analysis of your current dressings
- You receive technical and informational back-up
- 21 years of experience in the top soil business, is used to support Greenkeepers.

Bailey’s of Norfolk Turf Dressings that meet the highest specification and a commitment to support Greenkeepers.

Brick Kiln Road, Hevingham, Norwich, Norfolk NR10 5NL
Tel: 01603-754607
It's all about keeping in touch

This letter has taken about three months to compile, but it is with great pleasure that I end it. Last of all, please speak to the Section Secretary. We do like to keep up with all that is going on in our Sections and what news we might be able to help solve a problem.

Stephen Dixon
Section Secretary East of Scotland

Enthusiasm will see us through

The article by David Roy in the February issue of Greenkeeper International sadly echoes many similar comments I have recently heard from greenkeepers around the country. I don’t think the article overstated the case of uneducated and thoughtless golfers and I believe the comments of frustration from greenkeepers can equally apply to many Chairmen of Green. I have been involved at my own club as Chairman of Green for the last 7 years and, more recently, to give continuity, a new title of Course Consultant.

When I started I really had no idea of what I was letting myself in for. After reading the R&A discussion document “The Way Forward” I began to get some idea of the immense task ahead. I was extremely lucky to have Martin Gunn as Head Greenkeeper (now Course Manager) and we struck up an immediate rapport. I felt that a lot was wrong with the quality and health of the course but I did not know why and this is where Martin could and did help me.

The Club first brought in the STRI in 1987 but little notice was taken of their recommendations. However, since 1990 we have closely followed the advice on the management of the course by Agronomist, Jeff Perris, and Ecologist, Bob Taylor. Using the services of the STRI again gave us the opportunity of educating members and on the recommendation of the STRI we now have a Policy Document in place. This will protect the course from our boundary hedges, woodlands, traditional flower and hay meadows to the tees, fairways, bunkers and greens.

To keep members informed of work and plans for the future we have produced quarterly newsletters and also run occasional “On Course” evenings with our Agronomist and Ecologist in attendance. We also have a prominent Course Notice Board for information on a day to day basis.

However, we still receive a certain amount of criticism from ill-informed members. Sadly, it appears that in every club I have visited there is this small hard core of critical members who think they know better than their own qualified greenkeeper, agronomist, ecologist, and even golf course architects. You do certainly need to become very thick skinned to last in any job involving the golf course.

I think every golfing authority, the R&A, the Home Unions, BGGA and STRI are agreed on “The Way Forward” for golf course management. It really is of prime importance now to convince the golfers and there are now videos, books, pamphlets — in other words lots of help available. The support is there and it is now up to all clubs to take responsibility for the education of their members into realistic golf course management.

We have found that many members now support our policies but unfortunately they are the silent majority and it is important for Greenkeepers and Club Officials to be strong enough to handle the vocal minority of ill-informed critics.

The more I have become involved in the wider issues of course management and have been lucky enough to work on the fringe of the education of golfers I am convinced that many of the problems that have developed over the last few years have been created because more and more golfers are taking holidays in Spain, Portugal and Florida. They are playing on golf courses managed in a totally different way and with different climates to their courses at home. The courses abroad are often managed in an environmentally unfriendly way with extreme use of water, pesticides and fertilisers at immense cost. We need to convince golfers, and the non-golfing public, that natural and environmentally managed courses are the correct route to take and that golf on them is in fact much more fun and has certainly more variety.

These issues are not going to go away, water will become more expensive, that is if it remains available for golf courses, and many pesticides will become illegal. Other methods need to be found.

Many golfers who have taken up the game in the last 15 to 20 years have not had the opportunity of playing traditional British golf and do not appreciate the joys of playing the ball along the ground as well as in the air. Television has a lot to answer for, as many courses have tried to ape the American style of play which is never going to be successful on older designed courses with small tightly bunkered greens and with totally different climates. Golfers from all over the world flock to the British Isles to play courses such as Carnoustie, Ballybunion, Portmarnock, Royal St. Georges, Royal County Down, Sunningdale and, of course, St. Andrews and there are many other lesser known gems.

It is important that greenkeepers like David Roy do not lose their enthusiasm or become disillusioned with the unrealistic demands of what I hope is the minority of golfers. It is up to everyone in authority in the clubs to support these issues and to back “The Way Forward” for golf.

Malcolm Peake
Temple GC
Henley on Thames
Allow foxes to eradicate rabbits

In your article on rabbit control undertaken by the Middlesex based MG Wildlife you rightly refer to the conservation aspects of the work they carry out. Rabbits are a major pest and unless the present population explosion is brought under control major damage to trees, shrubs and some meadow land plants can be expected.

The damage to greens, tees and fairways is also considerable and expensive to repair in both labour and materials.

It therefore came as a surprise to see in your article that this company which purports to control rabbits uses “silenced rifles to control animals such as foxes”.

As foxes are a major predator of rabbits and other small rodents which can cause damage on a golf course it seems to me to be counter productive to shoot them unless the object of the exercise is only to promote shooting.

I feel that the eradication of rabbits which, despite the cuddly aspect of the little beast portrayed, is essential. We should encourage all predators including, and most importantly foxes.

I have for the last 40 years been responsible for the maintenance of two 18 holes and a 9 hole golf courses and would in no circumstances encourage the shooting of foxes.

I recommend to all your readers the need to eradicate rabbits wherever they are found and the encouragement of foxes.

D I Wilkinson
Hull, Yorkshire

Editor’s Note. A spokesman for MG Wildlife said he agreed that foxes kept the rabbit population down and that they actively encouraged foxes unless they were, on the rare occasion, the only predator on the golf course.

Bad attitudes on display

I read the article on the London Golf Club’s course in the April issue of Greenkeeper International with despair and incredulity. If it had been written on the basis that no one should try to emulate the methods adopted at the London, even in the extremely unlikely event of equalising their budgets and manpower it may have served a purpose. As it is, virtually every statement contradicts standard practices elsewhere. Criticisms of UK education are unwarranted, though certainly standards at some colleges need tightening up and this is being actively implemented.

The sad fact is that the London is an example of a tiny minority of megabuck courses, most of which have failed and most of the survivors continue as rich men’s playthings or loss-making prestige symbols. It would be invidious to name the few exceptions.

As a final comment may I pass on the comment of one of my friends in the USGA who complimented British courses in having teams with largely qualified staff contrasting with American courses, where in too many cases one finds a graduate sitting behind a computer console, supported by ill-educated labourers capable of doing only their own specialised task.

Don’t knock the educators

I write to express my sincere concerns highlighted in your excellent article regarding the London Golf Club.

My concern is of criticisms levelled at NVQs and Modern Apprenticeships which are at present being introduced within our industry.

I have in the past shared with Steve Jones (Course Superintendent) the frustrations, disillusionment, despondency and even anger with the so-called system of education for Greenkeepers in this country for almost all of my 28 years in Greenkeeping.

I too have made attempts to introduce systems of training within individual Golf Clubs to compensate for the inadequacy of colleges and college lecturers.

However this approach cannot be right because: (a) We must have a standard across the whole industry as employers need to know who to employ according to what that person is capable of; and (b) An insular approach to training is extremely costly if it is to achieve acceptable results (in terms of time as well as money). I do not care how much your training budget is - an efficiently managed business cannot afford to throw time and money away.

Most of my frustrations have been allayed however since the Greenkeepers’ Training Committee became involved in first NVQs and just recently the Modern Apprenticeship Scheme.

Without going into any detail, NVQs are about standards on the golf course (not in a lecture room). The standards are set by your own industry and judged/assessed by your own industry, ie Golf Course Managers (on the golf course) who are qualified GTC trained Assessors and who are industry competent.

Modern Apprenticeships have been introduced for under 25’s to provide a structure for NVQs so that progress can be monitored (using individual training for each apprentice) throughout the period of the apprenticeship and is again monitored by your own industry using industry competent Golf Course Managers as well as elected, approved training providers/centres.

Under the structure of Modern Apprenticeships the refunding of training costs is available to the employer on the Apprentice’s achievement of the relevant level. The Government has had to do this to get employers to invest in training and for one cannot miss out on money available for training. As a Course Manager I would not be doing my job properly if I ignored this fact.

I would therefore strongly urge any Course Manager or any Employer who shares the frustration of Steve Jones not to try to “go it alone”. There is an excellent system in place governed by your own Authority on training – the Greenkeepers’ Training Committee. Please contact them on 01347 838640. Once you know all the facts you can then make an informed decision.

Duncan McGilvray
Golf Course Manager
Letchworth Golf Club

misadventures of Gordon the Greenkeeper

Changed conditions of employment? No consultation?

The LEGAL HELPLINE can advise you

Greenkeeper Members call the LEGAL HELPLINE for FREE advice: 0990 234500

Yet another benefit of BIGGA membership
Alternative, or soft, spikes have arrived with a bang in the United States in the last four years but will they make as big an impression on this side of the Atlantic? Scott MacCallum spoke with the man charged with the task masterminding their introduction to Europe.

The clatter of golf spikes on paths and car parks is as much a familiar sound at golf clubs up and down the country as surlyn on wood or the cry of “Fore!” but it may soon be consigned to the golfing archives, becoming no more than an audio reminder of what once was... alongside the hickory shaft, featherie golf ball and loud checked trousers.

Having said that, noise pollution is perhaps the least significant development of the alternative spike revolution which is currently sweeping the United States and which seems poised to make an impression on this side of the Atlantic.

Alternative spikes - Softspikes is a trade name like Sellotape or Hoover - arrived in America four years ago and, pushed by the superintendents, around 1,000 of the 14,000 golf courses in the United States have gone “spikeless”. It is forecast that that figure will rise to 5,000 by the end of the year.

You can well understand the superintendents’ appreciation for the new soft cleat which barely marks the green but through their design - small gripping teeth around a plastic base - still offers significant traction for the golfer.

On certain courses spiking can make quite a mess of the green. You may recall last year’s USPGA Championship at the Riviera Country Club and the problem the later starters had finding a route to the hole devoid of destructive spike marks.

A boffin has worked out that the average number of paces taken on a green is 52 and the number of spikes per shoe is 11. With that in mind each golfer leaves 572 spike marks on the green, 10,296 on a round. That’s over 41,000 potentially damaging spike marks for each fourball.

Cliff Hitchcock is Managing Director of MacNeill UK, a fully owned subsidiary of MacNeill Engineering Worldwide, the world’s largest manufacturer of sports shoe hardware, which produces the Tred-Lite alternative spike and many others under the name of golf shoe manufacturers.

“Since 1931 we have produced five billion golf spikes. We’re currently producing four million spikes a day. I just can’t understand where they all go. It’s an amazing number of spikes,” said Cliff, who masterminds sales and distribution for the whole of Europe from his base near Leicester.

“I keep being asked whether the alternative spike phenomenon in the States will come over to Europe and I think it is down to the types of grasses used. There are more courses in the States which use Bent grasses which have roots very close to the surface and which tend to spike up more easily than traditional European greens.

“I spoke with an American at the trade show in Orlando recently who told me that his course had gone ‘spikeless’ three months previously and he could not believe the improvement in the quality of the greens since that day,” he said.

Whatever their sport, players deserve a surface that can absorb all they dish out and bounce back for the next fixture. From rugby pitches to golf courses, Johnson’s grass playing surfaces can cope with the best of British sport – and the worst of British weather.
"I suppose certain courses, with those types of greens, in Europe will go spikeless. I know Valderama already has."

There is a big difference, however, between an individual trying alternative spikes and liking them from a comfort point of view and a golf club turning round and saying you have got to wear them.

"I believe the clubs in Europe which make it mandatory will be in a very small minority."

It is easy to understand Cliff’s reasoning. Proprietary-owned golf clubs, which predominate in the States, can set rules as they see fit and it is hard to imagine members’ clubs, which are in the majority in Europe and particularly the UK, imposing such demands on themselves.

"There are around 4200 clubs in Europe and I believe no more than 400 will have gone spikeless in the next 12 months," forecasted Cliff.

He is quite open when discussing the merits and demerits of Tred-Lite spikes, which under the overall MacNeill banner of Champ are being marketed as "Champ is getting soft.""There is no doubt that the traditional spike, at 8mm long, offers the best traction you can get. The top Tour pro may feel he needs the most stable base he can get and still use traditional spikes. The average handicap, however, would probably not notice the difference," said Cliff.

The new alternative spike marks the first significant development in golfing footwear since the dimpled soled shoe launched itself onto the market about 15 years ago.

"When they were launched greenkeepers said they were great and were delighted that spike marks were to become a thing of the past. What killed them off was that the dimples themselves created so many ripples on the greens that the ball bounced all over the place. "Eventually people became disillusioned with the idea and they faded away. They now represent a very small percentage of the market. Are we going through the
same phase with the alternative spikes?" mused Cliff, while at the same time adding that the traction on the new spike is significantly better than was offered with the dimpled sole.

In America shoe manufacturers are just beginning to sell golf shoes with the alternative spike already in the shoes but the majority are still offering traditional spikes in the shoes with a bag of alternatives spikes inside the shoes.

"Some of the manufacturers are worried that if courses go spikeless the next step would be that you don't need golf shoes. Any shoe manufacturer could come up with a shoe that has a sole full of dimples. I believe that is in the back of the manufacturers minds."

One problem which Cliff can foresee is potential litigation if someone is compelled to change his or her spikes before playing a course and then slips and breaks an ankle.

"What's going to happen then? He or she will sue the golf club on account of not being able to play the course without changing to alternative spikes. The golf club will sue the distributor and the distributor will sue us."

"That's why we do put a warning on the packaging to say they are not ideal for use on moist, slippery ground."

Another downside of the new spike is that, unlike the newest metal spikes which are made from tungsten, they wear out and need to be replaced.

"Our Tred-Lites last longer than most but because they have to be made out of material which is soft enough not to damage the green's surface, they need to be replaced. How quickly depends on the nature of the golf course."

From a business point of view the introduction of the alternative spike has been a huge boost to MacNeill Engineering which has now seen its production rise by 20% to cope with the new demand.

"I think what we will see is a golfer preferring to wear conventional spikes in the winter and changing to alternatives in the summer. Every golfer will need two sets of spikes which is good for the industry," predicted Cliff.

If you have any views on alternative spikes please write to The Editor, Greenkeeper International, Aldwark Manor, Aldwark, Aline, Nr York, YO6 2NE.

---

**KEEPS FOOD FRESHER ON YOUR GREENS**

The Maillon Line coolbox from Portable Refrigeration Company offers an economical and straightforward solution to the problem of transporting smaller loads of food safely.

With a capacity of 68 litres it fits in the boot of most vehicles and can be equipped with wheels for easy carrying. It's superior insulation will keep fresh, chilled or frozen food safely for hours at a time, while for longer storage periods eutectic plates or a special 'dry ice' system can be used.

Manufactured by Melform/Monetti the Maillon's polyethylene body is tough, lightweight, easy to clean and entirely safe. The external dimensions are: Length 850mm Width 450mm Depth 390mm

Another great idea from PRC!